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PREAMBLE
In order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of The uaws
of 1967 (The Public Employees Fair Employment Act), to encourage
and increase effective and harmonious working relationships
between the Brentwood Board of Education (hereinafter referred
to as the "Board") and its non-professional employees
(hereinafter referred to as the "Union"), and to enable the
non-professional employees more fully to participate in and
contribute to the development of policies for the School
District so that the cause of public education may best be
served in Brentwood.
THIS AGREEMENT, by and between the Board and the Union, is
effective the 1st day of July, 2002.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands
and seals this 21st day of June, 2002.
BRENTWOOD BOARD OF EDUCATION
C /)
./.>E,./ IL k:'~
Pres1.dent
LOCAL 237, CITY EMPLOYEES UNION
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS
~.~~~~ ~ ~~1-
Pres], ent
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ARTICLE 1
RECOGNITION
A. The Board recognizes the Union as the exclusive
representative for the purpose of collective negotiations
of a unit of all permanent Custodial Worker I, Grounds-
keeper I, Custodial Worker II, Driver Messenger,
Maintenance Mechanic I, Audio Visual Aide, Head Custodian,
Maintenance Mechanic II, Chief Custodian, Audio Visual
Technician, Automotive Mechanic III, Maintenance Mechanic
III (carpenter, electrician, electronic technician,
heating and refrigeration, locksmith, plumber), Grounds-
keeper II, Head Maintenance, Stock Clerk, Storekeeper,
Guard, Senior Guard, Food Service Worker, and Cook,
employed by the Board of Education, excluding substitute
part-time employees, clerical employees and all other
employees. The Board hereby accords the Union
unchallenged representation status for the maximum period
of time permitted under Section 208 (c) of the Public
Employees Fair Employment Act of 1967.
B. Unless otherwise indicated, the term "employees" when used
in this Agreement refers only to employees in the
bargaining unit as described above.
If a new position is created during the life of this
Agreement, (other than those of a managerial nature), the
inclusion of said position in the above unit shall be
determined by mutual agreement of the parties.
C.
D. The Board and the Union recognize that they must operate
in accordance with all statutory provisions of New York
State and this Agreement and such rules and regulations as
promulgated by the Commissioner of Education in accordance
with such statutes.
E. No alteration, understanding, variation, waiver or
modification of any of the terms or conditions or
covenants contained herein shall be made by any employee
or group of employees with the Board and in no case shall
such alteration, understanding, variation, waiver or
modification be binding upon the parties hereto unless
such is made and executed in writing between the parties
hereto, and the same has been ratified by the Union.
F. The waiver of any breach or condition of this Agreement by
either party shall not constitute a precedent in the
future enforcement of the terms and conditions herein.
G. It is understood and agreed that if any part of this
Agreement is in conflict with the law, such part shall be
suspended and the appropriate mandatory provision shall
prevail, and the remainder of this Agreement shall not be
affected thereby.
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ARTICLE 2
UNION AND BOARD RIGHTS
A. Whenever vacancies occur in regularly assigned positions
or the Board creates new positions (other than managerial)
that will be of more than thirty (30) days duration, the
Board shall bulletin the vacancy or new position for five
(5) working days in all buildings within ten (10) working
days of the occurrence of such vacancies or creation of
such new positions.
When posting for an open position, the District will
include within that posting the area of technical skill
being sought by the District.
Employees desiring such position shall, within five (5)
working days after the bulletin is posted, apply in
writing to the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds or
the School Lunch Director.
Within thirty (30) working days during the school year, or
within forty-five (45) days during the summer, from the
expiration of the advertising bulletin, appointments shall
be awarded by the Board.
Appointments to such positions (except Custodial worker II
and Maintenance Mechanic I or any transfer to day shift
from night shift within the former two classifications)
shall be made from those applicants who meet the minimum
Civil Service Commission requirements for said position,
successfully pass a District training program (provided,
however, such program be then in existence) in that area.
If all qualifications of candidates are equal, seniority
will be the determining factor in filling such position.
In the case where a disagreement may arise regarding the
appointment to the higher position the Union and the
School District shall attempt to resolve the disagreement
through methods that shall be agreed upon, i.e., 1) review
all applications, 2) review of resume, 3) interviewing of
such employee by both the Union and the School District
and through whatever means are deemed proper by both
parties, Each individual case shall be determined upon
its own merits. Appointments to the positions of
Custodial Worker II and Maintenance Mechanic I or any
transfer to day shift from night shift within the former
two classification after meeting minimal Civil Service
requirements shall De promoted on basis of seniority.
Any employee transferred involuntarily will be done as a
result of a personality conflict between co-workers or
supervisory staff, etc. Such transfer will be made to
eliminate conflict or friction and will not be used as
harassment against the employee:
Abolition of Position, Lay-offs and Displacement will be
in accordance with Rule XXI of the Rules of the Suffolk
County Department of Civil Service (July, 1977).
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B. An employee attains permanent Civil Service status upon
completion of six (6) month probationary period in said
position.
An employee promoted to a new position and found
unsatisfactory in that position within six (6) months,
will be returned to his/her old permanent position.
C.
An employee promoted to a higher classification will
receive compensation for said position immediately.
An employee temporarily assigned to a position requiring
greater skills and qualifications and in a higher
classification for ten (10) consecutive days will be paid
his/her higher rate of pay retroactive from the first day
of the new assignment. Any temporary assignment for less
than ten (10) days will not be compensated at the higher
rate of pay.
D.
Clarification:
Out of Title pay will be forthcoming for the employee
after he/she works ten (10) consecutive days in the
upgraded position. Such payment will be made regardless
of whether the individual returns to his/her regular
position on the eleventh (11) day.
The Union shall have the right to use school buildings for
meetings as long as the Superintendent and/or his/her
representative is notified at least one (1) week in
advance. Buildings will be approved so as not to
interfere with the school program.
E. The Union shall have the right to use the inter-school
mail service and assigned mail boxes to notify their
members of meetings.
The Union shall have the use of the public address system
to notify members of meetings, at a time designated by the'
building principal and so as not to interfere with the
school day.
F.
G. The Union shall have the exclusive right to post notices
of its activities on designated bulletin boards in the
cafeteria and custodial areas of each building, and
exclusive rights for representation in the grievance
procedure contained in Article 3 hereof.
H. The Union shall be notified and may participate at any
hearing held by the Board or its designated Administrators
for a person covered by this Agreement.
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I. In order to engage in processing grievances involving
employees, a representative will be appointed by the Union
and released for such activities three (3) days per week.
These three (3) days will be Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. If further time is required on Monday and
Tuesday, such representative shall give notice to the
Human Resources Officer or his/her office. .
Said representative will be requested to present a written
weekly report of his/her activities to the Human Resource
Officer and shall be required to report on all days of his
employment. There will be no overtime payments for said
representative. This Article will be subject to review at
the end of one (1) year by the Labor Management Committee
established under Article 5 hereof.
If an extended illness, for five (5) days or longer forces
said representative to be absent, an alternate will be
appointed for that period of time.
The names of said representative and alternate will be
filed with the Human Resource Officer.
J. Personal vehicles will not be used to carry cafeteria
monies to the Business Office.
K. The Union recognizes the prerogative of the Brentwood
School District to operate and manage its affairs in all
respects in accordance with its responsibilities and the
powers of the School District, except as otherwise
provided herein, and the Union recognizes the exclusive
right of the Brentwood School District to exercise its
management prerogative including but not limited to, the
direction of the work forces; the right to hire; the right
to discipline or discharge for pro~er cause; the right to
determine job qualifications 10r hiring as prescribed in
the Civil Service Law; the right to make rules and
regulations covering conduct and safety; the right to
determine schedules of work, together with the right to
determine methods, process, and manner of performing work;
maintaining the efficiency of the operations delegated and
authorized to the Brentwood School Board; take any actions
necessary in conditions of emergency, and as shall be
deemed to be in the best interest of the Brentwood School
District in exercising these functions; the Brentwood
School District will not discriminate against any employee
because of their membership in the Union. It is further
recognized that the Brentwood Public School Board retains
its right as a School District except as otherwise herein
modified.
L. Any Unit member who wishes to apply for an entry level
position in the District (i.e., Custodial Worker I) may do
so by submitting his/her name to the Human Resources
Office prior to July 1st. In the event that positions
become vacant during that year, consideration will be
given to the current employee before applicants from
outside the District.
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ARTICLE 3
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A grievance shall be a claim by an employee represented by the
Union that any expressed provision of the Agreement has been
violated. All grievances shall be processed in accordance
with the following procedure:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Any employee may, either orally or in writing,
present a grievance to his/her immediate supervisor
within thirty (30) working days after he/she knows,
or should have known, of the event giving rise to
the grievance. The supervisor shall answer the
grievance, either orally or in writing, within
seven (7) working days.
If the grievant is not satisfied with the answer in
Step 1, a duly designated representative of the
union may submit the grievance in writing to the
Superintendent or his/her designee within five (5)
working days after the answer in Step 1 is given to
the grievant. The Superintendent or his/her
designee shall answer the grievance in writing
within fourteen (14) working days after the
grievance is submitted to him/her.
If the Union is not satisfied with the answer to
the grievance in Step 2, it may, within five (5)
working days after receiving said answer, submit
the grievance to the Board or its designee. The
Board or its designee shall answer the grievance in
writing within twenty (20) working days thereafter.
If any such timely grievance, is not disposed of in
the foregoing grievance procedure, the union may,
within ten (10) working days after receipt of the
answer in Step 3, give to the Board written notice
of its desire to submit the grievance to
arbitration.
Within ten (10) working days after the Board
receives such notice, the Union may request the
Suffolk County Commissioner of Labor to appoint the
first available Arbitrator from the panel of five
mutually acceptable permanent Arbitrators the
parties submit to him/her, to hear and determine
the grievance. The Commissioner shall appoint the
first available Arbitrator from said panel, using
the order in which the parties listed the
Arbitrators' names. After he/she has appointed an
Arbitrator hereunder, the Commissioner shall place
that Arbitrator's name at the bottom of the list.
For subsequent Arbitrators, he shall follow the
same procedure. An Arbitrator shall be considered
"available" hereunder if he is free to hear the
grievance within forty-five (45) days from the date
the Commissioner first contacts him.
~6-
Failure to submit any matter to arbitration within
the time limits prescribed above shall be deemed a
waiver of the right to process the grievance
further.
The Arbitrator's authority shall be strictly
limited to applying and interpreting the expressed
terms and conditions of this Agreement. He will
not have authority to add to, subtract from or
otherwise amend or modify the terms of this Agree
ment. The arbitrator's award upon matters properly
before him shall be final and binding on the
parties.
The parties shall bear equally the fees and
expenses of the Arbitrator.
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ARTICLE 4
WORKING HOURS AND CONDITIONS
A. Full time Cafeteria employees, with the exception of
Cooks/Head Cooks, normally will work seven (7) hours per
day and thirty-five (35) hours per week, exclusive of
lunch period.
A.1. All Cooks/Head Cooks will work a minimum seven and
one-half (7 1/2) hour day.
Full time Buildings and Grounds employees normally will
work seven and one-half (7 1/2) hours per day and thirty-
seven and one-half (37 1/2) hours per week, exclusive of
lunch period.
C.1. permanent/pa"rt-time employees normally will work a minimum
of four (4) hours per day and a minimum of twenty (20)
hours per week, exclusive of lunch period.
B.
Where scheduling permits, the District will schedule
employees for four (4) consecutive hours. When this is
not possible, the one-half (1/2) hour unpaid lunch will be
scheduled between the second and third working hours.
Employees are not required to work during this time.
C.2. Effective, 7/1/94, newly hired Food Service Workers will
be guaranteed a minimum of three (3) hours per day.
E.1.
The normal work week for Cafeteria and Buildings and
Grounds employees shall consist of five (5) consecutive
days, Monday through Friday.
All full time employees who work a seven and one-half
(7 1/2) hour work day shall receive regular pay for that
period, but, shall receive time and one-half (1 1/2) in
cash for all hours worked before and/or after the seven
and one-half (1/2) hour work day. Any hours worked on
Saturday or holidays as delineated in this contract shall
be paid at one and one-half (1 1/2) time the hourly rate
of pay for those hours worked.
D.
E.2. All full time employees who work a seven (7) hour work day
shall receive the regular pay for that period, but shall
receive time and one-half (1 1/2) in cash for all hours
worked before and/or after the seven (7) hour work day.
Any hours worked on Saturday or holidays as delineated in
this contract shall be paid at one and one-half (1 1/2)
times the hourly rate of pay for those hours worked.
E.3. All hours worked on Sunday shall be paid at two (2) times
the hourly rate of pay for those hours worked.
E.4. If any employee substitutes or works overtime on a
weekend, they will receive payment for the overtime or
substitute work within a three (3) week period.
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F. The normal work year for cafeteria employees shall
commence two (2) working days after the last day of
school. Cooks may be required to work three (3) days
prior to the opening of school and one (1) day after the
last day of school. In no event will the total number of
days required to work before and/or after school exceed
four (4). No more than three (3) days may be scheduled
before or after school in any given year. The Board
guarantees that the work year for cafeteria employees who
are permanent/part-time employees will consist of at least
one hundred and seventy (170) work days. The normal work
year for full time building and grounds employees shall be
July 1 through June 30.
G. The following policy shall be affected to insure equal
distribution of overtime:
Normal Work Week: An initial overtime list shall be
established for each department and building by seniority.
Thereafter, the list will be on a rotating basis.
Whenever overtime occurs, the supervisor will notify the
first person or persons on the list of availability of
overtime. After notification, the person can work or
refuse to work and will then be placed at the bottom of
the list.
H.
Weekends. Holidavs and Emeraencies Onlv: Whenever there
are school activities scheduled on weekends or holidays or
there is a school emergency at anytime (snowstorms,
floods, power failure, etc.), the District will offer
overtime to any regular full time employees based on
recognized skills and/or availability and also maintains
the right to engage outside individuals only if the.
District experiences difficulty obtaining unit employees
to perform this work.
Special uniforms will be provided for employees required
to clean boilers.
Two sets of rain gear shall be provided for each building.
Employees issued parkas have the option of insulated
coveralls in lieu of parka.
*Custodians
The District will offer one medium weight jacket to all
custodians for the duration of the contract.
1. Personnel called into work for an emergency will be
guaranteed a minimum of three (3) hours, if such call in
does not immediately precede or follow a regular work
shift. If such call in precedes or follows a regular work
shift then provisions in paragraph E.1. or E.2. will
prevail.
Job descriptions covering employees of this Unit are
defined in Appendix I.
J.
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K. A special phone number is available to the Buildings and
Grounds staff when calling in sick. Whenever possible, an
employee calling in sick must give at least two (2) hours
notification in order that they will not be docked for
that day.
L~ Special orders of unusual nature by the supervisory staff
shall be signed by the supervisor in charge.
If the Superintendent of Schools declares a "Emergency
Closing Day" closes school, the Buildings and Grounds
staff during that twenty-four (24) hour period will be
paid time and one-half (1 1/2) for their actual hours
worked. Since an emergency has been declared, all
Buildings and Grounds employees may be requested to
participate in the snow removal operation. This premium
pay is excluded from the E.1. provision above.
M.
N. Whenever possible, cooks' meetings will be scheduled
during regular working hours. If a meeting extends beyond
normal working hours, an additional one-half
(1/2) hour
may be authorized for one (1) staff member in that
building in order to complete the normal daily cafeteria
tasks.
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ARTICLE 5
LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
A. There is herby established a Labor-Management Committee
composed of six (6) members, three (3) of whom shall be
appointed by the Superintendent, and three (3) of whom
shall be appointed by the President of the Union.
This Committee shall meet on call to discuss and study
those subjects specified in paragraph C hereof referred to
this committee, but shall not meet on, discuss or study
grievances.
B.
C. The following areas shall be considered by this Committee:
1) Formula for calling substitutes
2) Rotation of kitchen duties
3) Additional part-time cafeteria help
4) Periodic review of this Contract
D.
5) Any other areas referred by mutual consent of the
Superintendent and President of the Union.
This Committee shall provide for a rotating chairman who
will be responsible for the arrangement and conduct of the
meeting. This Committee will make all reports and
recommendations to the Superintendent and the President of
t~~i~.
.
E. A Safety Committee shall be established, composed of six
(6) members, three (3) of whom shall be appointed by the
Superintendent, and three (3) of whom shall be appointed
by the President of the Union.
This Committee will concern itself with the rules,
regulations and procedures for enforcing safety for the
employees.
Recommendations will be made to the Superintendent.
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ARTICLE 6
SICK LEAVE
A.I. All employees shall receive one (1) sick day each month as
earned during their normal work year as defined in Article
4. Absence of more than three (3) consecutive days shall
require a Doctor's certificate before the employee returns
to work. There will be no limit to the number of sick
days an employee may accrue. Sick leave pay shall be at
the employee's regular rate for the number of hours in
his/her normal work day.
Any employee who has to leave work during working hours
due to illness must receive prior approval of his/her
supervisor. Sick time shall be charged in the following
manner: If the employee works less than one (1) hour
he/she will be charged one (1) full sick day. If the
employee works between one (1) and five (5) hours,'he/she
will be charged one-half (1/2) sick day. There will be no
charge for an employee who has worked more than five (5)
hours. An individual abusing this privilege will be
investigated and this privilege may be suspended for the
duration of this contract.
2.
8. EXTENDED ILLNESS PLAN:
The Board agrees to provide employees with the following
Extended Illness Plan:
1. In the event an employee shall be absent from work due to
illness or accident of an extended nature verified by a
Doctor's certificate to be thirty (30) days or longer in
duration, such employee shall be entitled to benefits
under the Extended Illness Plan.
2. Each such employee who complies with the above procedure
shall be entitled to an additional number of sick days
equal to the number of his/her accumulated sick days at
the inception of his/her illness.
The rate of compensation for such employee's normal
accumulated sick leave shall be in accordance with
Paragraph A.l. above. The rate of compensation for the
additional days in accordance with the above plan shall be
calculated by multiplying the employee's daily rate of pay
times the ratio of actual accumulated sick days to total
possible accumulated sick days.
3.
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100% of 1st step within classification
90% of 1st step within classification
80% of 1st step within classification
No option for buy back
4. Upon return from an extended illness, an employee shall
continue to be eligible for the Extended Illness Plan
under the following regulations:
Said employee shall be entitled to additional sick days
equal to the number of accumulated sick days since his/her
return to work. Said days shall be compensated at a rate
of pay times the ratio of actual accumulated sick
days.
since his/her illness to total possible sick days since
his/her illness.
EXAMPLE: An employee who had accumulated 20 sick days
of a possible 80 sick days becomes ill,
provides the required doctor's certificate and
is out of work for 45 days. The employee
would receive: 20 days at full pay, 20 days at
20/80ths pay, and receive no pay for the final
5 days. Upon return to work, the employee
would have no accumulated sick days.
A number of years later, the same employee has
accumulated 15 sick days of a possible 60
since returning from the prior extended
illness, and is again ill for 45 work days.
The employee would receive 15 days at full
pay, 15 days at ls/60ths pay and no pay for
the final 15 days.
C. ANNUAL BY BACK PLAN I
1.a. Full time employees who have seventy-five (75) days
accumulated as of June 30th of the previous schools year
will be eligible to exercise the option of receiving
payment in exchange for sick days accumulated in the
current school year (7/1 to 6/30) according to the
following plan:
DAYS
ACCUMULATED
11
-
12
PAYMENT
9
-
10
7
-
8
Less than 7
The above annual buy back option is calculated upon the
reimbursement formulas as delineated in Article 7A or B,
SEPARATION BENEFIT AND RETIREMENT INCENTIVE.
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1.b Part time employees will be granted the option of
receivihg payment in exchange for sick days using the same
criteria as full time employees. Payment shall be made
according to the following plan:
DAYS
ACCUMULATED PAYMENT
11 - 12 100% of 1st step within classification
multiplied by the base hours in a
work day for the employee.
90% of 1st step within classification
multiplied by the base hours in a
work day for the employee.
9 - 10
7 - 8 80% of 1st step within classification
multiplied by the base hours in a
work day for the employee.
No option for buy backLess than 7
1.c Calculations for the Annual Buy Back Days will be based on
sick days only. Personal Leave days will not be included
in the computation of Annual Buy Back Days.
Full time employees who decide to exercise this option
must complete the form provided and submit same to the
Human Resource Office prior to July 1st. The
reimbursement will be made on or about the first
pay date
in August. The first payments under this plan will be
made during the summer of 1995 for those days accumulated
during the 1994/95 school year. An example would be that
any full time twelve (12) month employee with seventy-five
(75) or more days accumulated as of June 30, 1995 who is
not absent for any reason during the 1994/95 school year
and applies for the annual buy back option will receive
reimbursement for the twelve (12) sick days accru~d for
the 1994/95 school year and will have his/her accumulated
sick leave days reduced accordingly.
2.
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ARTICLE 7
SEPARATION BENEFIT & RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
Upon retirement or disability causing retirement, any full
time employee who has served the Brentwood Public Schools for
at least five (5) full consecutive years, will be granted
terminal pay equal to the cash value for accumulated unused
sick days. If an employee dies while in the employ of the
Brentwood Public Schools, his/her estate will receive the cash
value for his/her accumulated sick days. The latter will be
effective after the first month of service. For the purposes
of this provision, the cash value for accumulated unused sick
days shall be calculated as follows:
A. FOR FULL TIME BUILDINGS & GROUNDS EMPLOYEES:
Multiply the current entrance level rate of pay (step 1)
of the employees current classification, dividend by 240,
by the number of the employee's accumulated unused sick
days.
B. FOR FULL TIME CAFETERIA WORKERS:
Multiply the current entrance level ~ate of pay .(step 1)
of the employee's current classification, divided by 200
of the number of employee's accumulated unused sick days.
C. For those employees who were hired prior to 7/1/82
and who are in the following entrance level
classifications, their separation benefit shall be
calculated at the following salary step levels
within their respective current classifications:
1) Food Service Worker
-
5th Step
2) Cook
3) Custodial Worker/
Groundskeeper
-
3rd Step
-
4th Step
Any full time employee who officially advised the Human Resource
Officer in writing of his/her intended retirement date at least
six months prior to the date of their retirement, may have their
accrued sick time, as of the notification date, based on the
above formula, paid in equal installments for the remaining pay
days to retirement.
Under this plan, if it should be necessary for an employee to
use any of his/her accrued sick time for which cash payment
is then being made, an adjustment deleting that sick time used
will be made accordingly. Any additional sick time accrued
during this period (period of retirement notification) will
be reflected in the final paycheck.
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RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
1. An employee who qualified may elect to take advantage of
the Retirement-Vesting Incentive plan according to the
provisions listed herein.
An employee must fully satisfy the criteria herein in
order to qualify for the benefit r~ceived under this Plan.
Such employee must submit a resignation-retirement
effective June 30th of the year in which they so qualify.
A paid differential of $150 per year with a maximum of
$4,500 will be paid before the following June 30th but
such earnings shall be credited to the last full year of
service.
2.
3. This Plan is designed with a "window" concept whereby
limited opportunity exists for experienced employees to
qualify and apply for the benefits of this Plan. In order
to be eligible for the benefits of this Plan, an employee
must:
a) be age 55 during the year in which they apply or
attain the age of 55 before September 1st, next
following and have completed at least ten (10)
years of concurrent active service within the New
York State Employees Retirement System and the
Brentwood Union Free School District.
b) be below 55 but apply for the benefits of this Plan
during that school year in which they will have
completed twenty (20) years of service within the
New York State Employees Retirement System with at
least ten (10) years of active. service within the
Brentwood Union Free School District.
4.
be above age 55 and apply for the benefit of this
Plan during that school year in which they will
complete ten (10) or twenty (20) consecutive and
concurrent years of active service within the
Brentwood Union Free School District and the New
York State Employees Retirement System.
Employees who qualify must submit his/her application and
resignation not later than 12:00 noon on the first Friday
on which school is in session following the start of the
new calendar year. (i.e., January 6th, 1989 for anyone who
qualifies for the benefit of this Plan and retires
effective June 30th, 1989).
c)
5. Once a retirement/resignation application for the benefit
of this Plan is submitted and acted upon by the Board of
Education, it cannot be nullified and/or withdrawn. The
right of the Board of Education to not consider any such
request for withdrawal or nullification shall not be
grievable nor arbitrable nor the subject of any
litigation.
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6. The employee must formally apply for either normal
retirement benefits or vesting privileges. Any
application for disability retirement either through the
New York State Employee System or disability benefits
under any other such plan available will result in an
employee being denied the benefit of this Plan.
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ARTICLE 8
INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES
A. The Board shall afford employees the opportunity to
participate in tax sheltered annuity programs according to
present regulations.
During the term of this Agreement, the Board shall provide
coverage under the Empire/Statewide Plan for all full time
employees and" their dependents. All members of the Unit
receiving Health Insurance shall contribute to the cost of
said coverage. The percentage of contribution will be
3.5% each year for the duration of the contract. An
employee choosing a Family Plan will contribute his/her
percentage based upon the cost of a Family Plan.
Likewise, the contribution for an employee covered by an
Individual Plan will be calculated on the cost of an
Individual Plan.
B.
Any full time employee who elects the GHI and HIP option
in lieu of the Empire/Statewide Plan after July 1, 1968,
must pay the difference between the premium such option
generates and the premium that the Board would have to pay
if such employee were covered by the Empire/Statewide
Plan. Payments shall be made through the "Flex Plan."
Contributions will coincide with the availability of the
Flex Plan (either July 1, 1997 or January 1, 1998, which
ever is sooner.
.
Employees who resign from the District and have health
insurance benefits (Family or Individual) intact upon
entering retirement, will continue to receive fully paid
hospitalization. An employee of retirement age will
receive fully paid hospitalization immediately upon
resigning from the District. An employee of less than
retirement age is responsible for the cost of maintaining
their Health Insurance coverage until they reach
retirement age. At that time, the District will assume
the full cost.
Upon retirement, employees shall have the option of
purchasing optical and/or dental insurance. The cost will
be at the District's group rate. Failure to maintain
timely payments will exclude this option.
c. The School Board shall provide Health Insurance for
members according to the revised schedule for those plans
in effect June 30, 1988 during the term of this contract.
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D. The District and Local 237 will form a joint committee
consisting of three (3) representatives appointed by the
Superintendent of Schools and three (3) representatives
appointed by Local 237 for the purpose of investigating
the feasibility of accumulating duplicate family health
insurance premiums paid on behalf of members of this unit
by both the Brentwood Union Free School District and
other municipalities and/or private agencies. If the
findings indicate a savings then these savings will be
used to purchase health coverage through the existing
Empire/Statewide Plan for those permanent employees who
are not currently provided with health insurance, either
under the provisions of this contract or any other Public
or Private Health Plan.
The District is at liberty to examine alternative health
insurance plans. In the event a substantially equal plan
in terms of benefits and individuals covered is found,
said plan must be negotiated and agreed upon with the
bargaining unit prior to its adoption. Should no
agreement be forthcoming, the District may bring the
matter directly to arbitration, (as per Article III). The
decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on
the parties.
E.2. Any employee who has dual health insurance coverage will
have an annual option to delete their coverage and receive
a payment of one half of the savings to the District for
the cost of the plan in lieu of said coverage.
E.l.
An employee with dual coverage, who wishes to exercise
that option must submit, in writing on the appropriate
form, a statement to the District indicating their desire
to delete their coverage prior to June 1st for the coming
contract year. The District will remit to that individual
one half of the savings at the conclusion of that contract
year.
Any employee who exercises this option will continue to
receive one half of the savings payment in the following
year(s) in lieu of their health insurance coverage unless
they submit a written request on the appropriate form to
reinstate their coverage prior to June 1st of the next
contract year.
Coverage can also be reinstated under emergency conditions
at any time for the remainder of a contract year.
Emergency conditions exist when the individual's second
coverage is lost, (e.g., death of spouse, spouse's loss of
job), thereby leaving them without health insurance. In
such instances,. the employee, after submitting the
appropriate form, will be placed back on the District's
list of employees with health coverage as soon as
possible. Employees have the right. to be reinstated prior
to retirement in order to safeguard their coverage after
they retire. In return, the employee will forfeit any
financial remittance at the conclusion of the contract
year.
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ARTICLE 9
PERSONAL LEAVE
A. In addition to other leaves, all full time employees shall
be entitled to three (3) days personal leave with pay
during their normal work year for the purpose of
transacting or attending to personal, legal business or
family matters which require absence during the work day
or for religious observances or at the birth of their
children or to attend funeral services for personal
friends. Said PL (personal leave) days may be used on any
day of the week. Except in emergencies, the employee
taking leave hereunder shall give his appropriate
supervisor written notice of his intention to take this
leave at least three (3) working days in advance. It is
understood that the reason for personal leave will be in
one of the above stated categories, but will not have to
be given to the supervisor.
Personal leave days not used during the year will be
accumulated by transferring such days to the employee's
sick leave.
In the event a personal leave day is requested with less
than three (3) days notice, the stated reason will be
given to the Superintendent of Building and Grounds. No
request for personal leave days will be unreasonably
denied.
B. All full time employees will be allowed five (5) days for
death in the immediate family and one (1) day for death of
any other relative.
All permanent part-time employees will be allowed three
(3) days for death in the immediate family.
c.
D. The term "immediate family" as used herein shall include
husband, wife, children, mother, father, brothers,
sisters, mother-in-law, father-in-law, and any member of
the permanent household of which the employee is part.
Any member of the unit shall be granted such leave with
full pay as may be necessary in order to perform jury
duty. All monies except mileage and a nominal fee for
lunch that is received from a judicial agency while
serving on any jury, must be turned over to the Board of
Education.
E.
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ARTICLE 10
SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
There will be a ten (10) percent differential paid to all
employees required to work the 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
shift. .
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ARTICLE 11
CALENDAR
A. All full time Cafeteria employees will work a minimum of
one hundred and eighty-four (184) days and will receive
the same holidays as the professional teaching staff.
Orientation and conference days for the professional
teaching staff shall not be considered holidays.
B.1. Full time Building and Grounds employees shall receive the
following guaranteed holidays:
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veterans Day
Elec~ion Day
Thanksgiving Day and the following day
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
Martin Luther King
Washington's Birthday
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Memorial Day
B.2. All permanent part time food service workers shall receive
five (5) guaranteed holidays:
Memorial Day
Thanksgiving Day and the following day
The two (2) additional holidays shall be mutually agreed
upon. Five (5) agreed upon holidays will continue for the
life of this contract.
B.3. 'The actual calendar will be established mutually between
the Board and the Union before July 1, of each school
year. -
C.l. 'If any of the above holidays fallon a Saturday or school
day, the employees shall receive as a holiday in lieu
thereof either the preceding Friday or the following
Monday, at the discretion of the Board. If the preceding
Friday or the following Monday are school days, then the
Board and the Union will mutually agree on an alternate
holiday when school is not in session. The Board will
give employees no less than two (2) weeks prior notice of
the day it has scheduled.
2. To be eligible for the holiday pay, an employee must not
be on a leave of absence or on strike at the time of a
scheduled holiday.
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10 days from the completion of the 1st to the 5th work year.
15 days from the completion of the 5th to the 9th work year.
20 days from the completion of the 9th work year.
21 days from the completion of the 10th work year.
22 days from the completion of the 11th work year.
23 days from the completion of the 12th work year.
24 days from the completion of the 13th work year.
25 days from the completion of the 14th work year.
ARTICLE 12
VACATION
A. All full time employees whose work year extends from
July 1 to June 30 shall be entitled to the following
vacation schedule:
.
However, all such employees hired on or after the first
working day in September but before the first working day
in January shall receive five (5) days vacation after the
following July 1.
All such employees hired on or after the first working day
in January shall be ineligible for vacation until
completion of the next succeeding work year of July 1 to
June 30.
An individual may request utilizing up to four (4) half
(1/2) vacation days in a given year. The request must be
made to the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, whose
decision will be final.
B. The supervisor of each department and/or school building
shall establish a list each year for vacation by
seniority. All requests for vacation must be submitted on
or before May 15 of each year. At that time, the vacation
list shall be submitted to the Director of Plants and
Fac{lities. Any vacation request received after May 15
will be considered only after the timely filed vacation
requests have been processed. The untimely vacation
requests will be considered on the basis of date received.
A written response will be provided to all vacation day
requests within eight (8) working days.
The Board shall schedule an employee for his vacation in
accordance with the employee's preference if such
scheduling does not, in the Board's opinion, interfere
with the Board's operation.
c.
D. An individual may request that he/she carryover unused
vacation days into the next school year with specific
reasons indicated. These requests will be evaluated on an
individual basis and may be approved accordingly.
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E. An individual may request that he/she trade-in up to five
(5) vacation days. Such request must be made no later
than May 1st. If approved, payment for each day will be
at the rate of Step 1 of the classification to which the
individual is assigned.
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ARTICLE 13
SECURITY PERSONNEL
Workinq Hours and Conditions
The work week for Security personnel consists of seven (7)
days.
B.1. Security personnel whose work week is forty (40)
hours, exclusive of lunch period, or more as indicated on
the Table of Organization, are considered full time
employees.
A.
B.2. Full time Security personnel who work an eight (8) hour
work day shall receive regular pay for that period, but
shall receive time and one-half (1 1/2) for all hours
worked before and/or after the eight (8) hour work day.
When a sixth (6th) day is worked in anyone work week,
then the rate of pay will be based on time and one-half
(1 1/2) for all hours worked that sixth day. Full time
Security personnel not scheduled to work on Sunday, shall
be paid at two (2) times the hourly rate of pay for those
hours worked.
B.3. Full time security personnel will receive a 10% night
differential, (12:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. shift).
In each year of the 5 year agreement, the salary schedule
for Security Guards will be calculated by adding 1% to
the 3% increase provided to all members of Local 237.
C.1. Part time Security personnel as indicated on the Table of
Organization will not exceed a twenty (20) hour workweek
except in emergencies.
B.4
C.2. Part time Security personnel will receive regular pay
for the first forty (40) hours of any work week. Time and
one-half (1 1/2) will be paid for any hours worked in
excess of forty (40) hours in anyone work week.
D.1. If there is a changeover of a part-timer to a full-timer
on a permanent basis, said changeover will not be affected
for benefits purposes until a minimum of thirty (30)
consecutive days have elapsed. Improved benefits will be
effective starting with the first day of the second full
calendar month of service.
D.2 In the event of a vacancy, the District will attempt to
temporarily fill the position with a Part Time Guard until
the position is filled with the selected applicant.
During that time, the District will also attempt to fill
the Part Time Guard's position through other Part Time
Guards.
E. Security personnel will be provided with summer weight
uniforms on or about July 1, 1994.
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1-
F.l.Personnel called into work for an emergency will be
guaranteed a minimum of three (3) hours if such call in
does not immediately precede or follow a regular
workshift.
When there are known absences greater than 10 days, the
District will attempt to fill those absences with Part
Time Guards. Absences less than 10 days are filled at the
discretion of the District.
F.2.
G. Out of Title Work:
When it becomes necessary to cover the senior guard's
position because of the absence of that senior guard, the
person assuming those responsibilities will be remunerated
from the first day at the hourly rate of pay of the first
step of this salary.
H. Securitv Personnel:
When it is necessary for Security to transport students,
the District, whenever possible, will assign a second
staff member to accompany the driver.
Sick Leave
A.1. All Security personnel shall receive one (1) sick day
each month as earned during the normal work year as
defined above. Absences of more than three (3)
consecutive days shall require a doctor's certificate
before the employee returns to work, There will be no
limits as to the number of sick days an employee can
accrue. Sick leave pay shall be at the employee's regular
rate for the number of hours of his normal work day.
A sick day for Security personnel is determined by
dividing his/her normal work week (number of hours worked
per week) by a minimum of five days. Security personnel
normally working six or seven days per week will accrue
sick time by having his/her normal work week divided by
the normal number of days worked per week.
2.
Seoaration Benefits
A.I. Upon retirement or disability causing retirement, any full
time Security personnel who has served the Brentwood
Public Schools for at least five (5) full consecutive
years (commencing July 1, 1976) will be granted terminal
pay equal to the cash value for accumulated unused sick
days. If an employee dies while in the employ of the
Brentwood Public Schools, his/her estate will receive the
cash value for his/her accumulated sick days. The latter
will be payable after the first month of service.
A.2. For the purpose of this provision, the cash value of
accumulated unused sick days shall be calculated by
multiplying the current entrance level rate of pay
(Step 1) of the employee's current classification by the
number of the employee's accumulated unused sick days
converted to hours.
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A.3. For those Security Guards who were hired prior to 7/1/82,
their separation benefit shall be calculated by
multiplying Step 4 of the Guard's salary schedule by the
number of the employee's accumulated unused sick days
converted to hours.
Insurance Annuities
During the term of this agreement, the Board shall provide
coverage under the Statewide/Empire Plan as delineated in
Article 8 B for all full time Security personnel and their
dependents. Any full time Security personnel who elects
the HIP option in lieu of the Statewide/Empire Plan must
pay the difference between the premium such option
generates and the premium that the Board would have to pay
if such employee were covered by the Statewide/Empire
Plan.
A.
Personal Leave
All full time Security personnel shall be entitled to
three (3) days personal leave with pay during the normal
year for the purpose of transacting or attending to
personal, legal business or family matters which require
absence during the work day or for religious observances
or at the birth of their children or to attend funeral
services for personal friends. Except in emergencies, the
employee taking leave hereunder, shall give his
appropriate supervisor written notice of his/her intention
to take this leave at least three (3) working days in
advance. It is understood that the reason for personal
leave will be one of the above stated categories but will
not have to be given to the supervisor. In the event a
personal leave day is requested with less than three (3)
days notice, the stated reason will be given to the
Superintendent of Building and Grounds. No request for
personal leave days will be unreasonably denied. Personal
leave days not used during the year will be accumulated by
transferring such days to the employees sick leave.
B. All full time Security personnel will be allowed five (5)
days for death in the immediate family and one (1) day for
death of any other relative.
All part-time Security personnel will be allowed two (2)
days for death in the immediate family. One (1) day will
be allowed for the deaths of relatives.
c.
D. The term "immediate family" as used herein, shall include
husband, wife, mother, father, brothers, sisters, mother
in-law, father-in-law, and any member of the permanent
household of whi~h the employee is part.
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Vacation
All full time employees hired prior to the first working
day in each September shall receive ten (10) days'
vacation: hired on or after the first working day in
September but before the first working day in January
shall receive five (5) days vacation after the following
July 1. All full time Security personnel hired on or
after the firs~ working day in January shall be ineligible
for vacation until completion of the next succeeding work
year of July 1st to June 30th. No prior employment.
service before January 1, 1977 will be considered when
determining amount of vacation earned.
All requests fpr vacation must be submitted to the
Security Advisor on or before May 15th of each year and
written approval received by June 30th of the prior school
year. The security Advisor shall establish a vacation
list for Security personnel by seniority. Any vacation
request received after May 15th will be considered only
after the timely filed vacation requests have been
processed. The untimely vacation requests will be .
considered on the basis of date received. The Board shall
schedule an employee for his vacation with the employee's
preference .if such scheduling does not, in the Board's
opinion, interfere with the Board's operation.
A.I.
Holidays
Security personnel, when scheduled, are expected to work
on all holidays as delineated in this contract and agreed
upon in the annual Building and Grounds calendar. Only
Security personnel who work the holiday will receive the
holiday pay. Remuneration for holiday pay will be
calculated at two and one-half (2 1/2) times the regular
rate of pay for those holidays worked.
2. Part-time Security personnel who work on a Saturday or a
Sunday on which Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, New Year's
Eve and New Year's Day fallon, will be remunerated at
two (2) times the regular rate of pay only for the above
four holidays worked.
3. Under no circumstances can an employee enjoy premium
holiday pay more than once.
4. In the event a holiday falls within previously approved
vacation, a vacation day will not be charged for that
holiday.
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ARTICLE 14
SALARY SCHEDULES
A. The rates of pay for employees shall be those set forth as
follows in Schedules A, B, C, D, E, and F, and annexed
hereto:
SCHEDULE A:
SCHEDULE B:
SCHEDULE C:
SCHEDULE D:
SCHEDULE E:
SCHEDULE F:
Food Service Worker
"1"
"2"
Cook
Head Cook
Permanent/Part-time Custodial Worker I
"1" Custodial Worker I
Groundskeeper I
Audio Visual Aide
Custodial Worker II
Drive Messenger
Maintenance Mechanic I
"2"
"3" Automotive Mechanic IIMaintenance Mechanic II
"4
"
Head Custodian
Audio Visual Technician
Automotive Mechanic III
Chief Custodian
Groundskeeper II
Head Maintenance
Maintenance Mechanic III
(Carpenter, Electrician, Electronics
Technician, Locksmith, Plumber,
Heating and Refrigeration)
Storekeeper
Leadman
"5"
"1" Guard
"2" Senior Guard
Schedules A
-
F shall be increas~d three (3) percent in
each year of the five year Contract.
In each year of the 5 year agreement, the
salary schedule for Security Guards and
Senior Guards will be increased four (4)
percent.
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B. Any full time employee promoted from one column to another
during the ~ork year will receive a minimum of one full
increment in his annual salary. placement on a new column
will be equaled to but not less than what the employee had
been making in his old job classification plus the next
increment.
c. Every full time employee who has worked for the Brentwood
School System in a full time capaci~y will receive the
following longevity payment added to his/her contract
salary:
$500.00 payment upon completion of ten (10) years of
service.
$300.00 additional payment upon completion of fifteen (15)
years of service in the first year of the contract.
$200.00 additional payment upon completion of twenty (20)
years of service. Beginning in the 2003/04 school year,
full time employees, who have completed twenty (20) years
of service, will receive a $300.00 additional payment.
$150.00 additional payment upon completion of twenty-five
(25) years of service. Beginning in the 2004/05 school
year, full time employees, who have completed twenty-five
(25) years of service, will receive a $250.00 additional
payment.
In computing longevity, an employee, in order to receive
credit for the first year of service, must have been
employed prior to the first working. day in January of the
first year of employment. Longevity is payable the first
pay day in each fiscal year after each of the above levels
of consecutive service.
D. Leadmen titles will prevail in the following locations:
E.
Grounds Area (2)
Store Keepers
Food Service Workers (One Per Kitchen-Step 1 Only)
Every employee who works for the Brentwood School District
in a part-time capacity will receive the following
longevity payment:
After completion of the 9th year of service $.22 per hour.
After completion of the 14th year of service $.12 per
hour.
After completion of the 19th year of service $.09 per
hour. Beginning in the 2003/04 school year, part time
employees, who have completed the 19th year of service,
will receive $.14 per hour.
After completion of the 24th year of service $.10 per
hour. Beginning in the 2004/05 school year, part time
employees, who have completed the 24th year of service,
will receive $.17 per hour.
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SALARY SCHEDULE nA n
FOOD SERVICE WORKER
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
9.61 9.90 10.20 10.50 10.82
2 10.36 10.67 10.99 11.32 11.66
3 11.10 11.44 11.78 12.13 12.50
4 11.85 12.20 12.57 12.94 13.33
5 12.62 13.00 13.39 13.79 14.20
6 12.81 13.20 13.59 14 .00 14.42
7 13.12 13.52 13.92 14.34 14.77
8 13.94 14.35 14.78 15.23 15.68
In each kitchen, one (1) Food Service Worker will be
designated "Lead Food Service Worker". The prime
responsibility of this individual will be to serve as an
assistant to the Cook. Input from the Cook will be sought
prior to the District determining who will serve in this
capacity. The Lead Food Service Worker shall receive an
annual stipend equal to Leadman, Step 1.
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SALARY SCHEDULE DB_I"
COOK
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 iliQ2 06/07
1 24,245 24,973 25,722 26,493
27,288
2 25,457 26,221 27,008 27,818
28,653
3 26,671 27,471 28,295 29,144 30,018
4 29,129 30,003 30,903 31,831
32,785
5 29,868 30,764 31,687 32,638
33,617
6 30,647 31,566 32,513 33,488 34,493
7 32,294 33,262 34,260 35,288 36,347
When it becomes necessary to cover the Cook's position
because of the absence of that Cook, the person assuming
those responsibilities will be remunerated from the
first day at the hourly rate of pay of the first step
of the Cook's salary. The minimum hourly increase will
be as follows: $1.25
1.29
1.33
1.37
1.41
2002/2003
2003/2004
2004 2005
2005/2006
2006/2007
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SALARY SCHEDULE
"a-2"
HEAD COOK
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 33,153 34,147 35,172 36,227 37,314
2 33,962 34,981 36,030 37,111 38,225
3 35,701 36,772 37,875 39,011 40,182
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SALARY SCHEDULE "C.
PERMANENT PART-TIME CUSTODIAL WORKERI
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 9.§.ill
1 16.60 17.10 17.61 18.14 18.69
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SALARY SCHEDULE
"D-l"
CUSTODIAL WORKER I
GROUNDS KEEPER I
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 28,735 29,597 30,485 31,399 32,341
2 30,548 31,464 32,408 33,380 34,382
3 32,356 33,327 34,327 35,357 36,417
4 34,245 35,273 36,331 37,421 38,554
5 35,365 36,426 37,519 38,644 39,804
6 36,442 37,536 38,662 39,822 41,016
7 37,562 38,689 39,850 41,045 42,276
8 38,716 39,877 41,073 42,306 43,575
9 39,803 40,997 42,227 43,494 44,799
10 42,098 43,361 44,662 46,002 47,382
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SALARY SCHEDULE
"D-2"
DRIVER MESSENGER
AUDIO VISUAL AIDE
CUSTODIAL WORKER II
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC I
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 36,318 37,407 38,530 39,685 40,876
2 37,428 38,551 39,708 40,899 42,126
3 38,559 39,716 40,907 42,135 43,399
4 39,621 40,810 42,034 43,295 44,594
5 40,743 41,965 43,224 44,521 45,856
6 41,840 43,095 44,388 45,719 47,091
7 44,213 45,539 46,905 48,312 49,762
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SALARY SCHEDULE nD_3n
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC II
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II
STEP 02/03 QlLQi 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 38,319 39,469 40,653 41,872 43,128
2 39,404 40,586 41,803 43,057 44,349
3 40,504 41,719 42,970 44,260 45,587
4 41,624 42,873 44,159 45,484 46,849
5 42,709 43,990 45,310 46,669 48,069
6 43,591 44,898 46,245 47,633 49,062
7 46,205 47,591 49,019 50,489 52,004
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SALARY SCHEDULE aD-4a
HEAD CUSTODIAN
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 39,394 40,576 41,794 43,047 44,339
2 40,502 41,717 42,968 44,257 45,585
3 41,589 42,837 44,122 45,446 46,809
4 42,701 43,982 45,301 46,660 48,060
5 43,797 45,111 46,464 47,858 49,293
6 44,916 46,264 47,652 49,081 50,554
7 47,325 48,745 50,208 51,714 53,265
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SALARY SCHEDULE aD-S"
STOCK CLERK
STOREKEEPER*
CHIEF CUSTODIAN
HEAD MAINTENANCE
GROUNDSKEEPER II
AUDIO VISUAL TECHNICIAN
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC III
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC III
(Plumber)
(Carpenter)
(Locksmith)
(Electrician)
(Electronics Technician)
(Heatina and Refriaeration
STEP Wll 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 40,980 42,209 43,475 44,799 46,123
2 42,359 43,630 44,938 46,287 47,675
3 43,773 45,086 46,439 47,832 49,267
4 44,937 46,285 47,673 49,104 50,577
5 46,297 47,686 49,117 50,590 52,108
6 48,220 49,667 51,157 52,692 54,273
7 50,800 52,324 53,893 55,510 57,175
*Storekeeper to receive "Leadman" (E) stipend.
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SALARY SCHEDULBnEn
LEADMAN
STEP 02/03 Q1LQ! 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 848 873 899 926 954
2 1,243 1,281 1,319 1,358 1,399
3 1,711 1,762 1,815 1,869 1,926
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SALARY SCHEDULE "P-l"
GUARD
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
1 12.05 12.54 13.04 13.56 14.10
2 12.74 13.25 13.78 14.33 14.90
3 13.52 14.06 14.62 15.21 15.82
4 14.67 15.26 15.87 16.51 17.17
5 15.09 15.69 16.32 16.97 17.65
6 15.51 16.13 16.77 17.44 18.14
7 16.47 17.13 17.82 18.53 19.27
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SALARY SCHEDULE. F
-2II
SENIOR GUARD
STEP 02/03 03/04 04/05 lliM 06/07
1 16.81 17.48 18.18 18.90
19.66
2 17.35 18.04 18.76 19.51
20.29
3 17.77 18.48 19.22 19.99
20.79
4 18.84 19.60 20.38 21.20
22.05
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ARTICLE lS
DUES DEDUCTION AND AGENCY FEE
A.l. The Board agrees to exclusive check-off dues for the Union
from the salaries of appropriate members of this Unit.
Employees must file appropriate dues deductioD cards on
the approved dates with the School Business
Administrator's office.
2. Dues deduction authorization shall be irrevocable for the
period of this agreement and for successive periods
thereafter, unless revoked by the employee in a written
notice, sent certified mail to the Brentwood School
District Administration Office and the Union within ten
(10) days prior to the expiration of such period or any
successive period, and on the annual anniversary
membership date in the Union of the revoked employee.
However, the Board shall continue to deduct Agency Shop
fees in accordance with Paragraph "3"
so long as Paragraph
"3"
remains in effect.
3. An Agency Shop will be implemented and all employees of
the Brentwood Union Free School District for which the
Union is the certified bargaining agent, who are not
members of the Union, will be required to make payments
equivalent to the regular dues as permitted by New York
State Law and the same said payments shall be deducted and
forwarded in the same manner as provided in paragraph A.l.
The Board shall not be responsible or liable in any way
for any deductions and shall be held harmless in this
regard, except as to such amounts as are actually deducted
and the records of the Brentwood Union Free School
District as to dues collected shall be conclusive.
4.
5. The Board shall make no deductions from the wages of any
employee in the bargaining unit for dues in any other
employee or labor organization whether or not
authorizations or requests are filed for same.
6. The Union assumes the full responsibility for the
disposition of any funds deducted once they are
transmitted to the Union by the Brentwood Union Free
School District.
B. All members of the Union have the right to participate in
the Savings Bond payroll deduction plan.
All members of the Union shall have the right to
participate in the Credit Union program through payroll
deduction.
C.
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FULL-TIME PERMANENT/PART TIME
SCHOOL YEAR EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES
2002/03 $1,005.00 $830.00
2003/04 $1,055.00 $855.00
*2004/05 $1,080.00 $880.00
*2005/06 $1,105.00 $905.00
*2006/07 $1,130.00 $930.00
*Local 237 may request reopening the contract in the 3rd, 4th
or 5th years to discuss Welfare Fund payments.
ARTICLE 16
WELFARE FUND
The Board and the Union will establish a welfare trust fund to
provide additional benefits for employees in the Unit. The
Board and the Union shall each appoint an equal number of
trustees to administer the fund.
During the terms of this Agreement, the Board shall contribute
each school year, the amounts listed below for each full-time
employee and each permanent part-time employee who is covered by
this Agreement at the time the Board makes such contributions:
During the duration of this contract, the Union will continue to
provide a Dental Plan to employees covered by this Contract.
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ARTICLE 17
LEGISLATIVE ACTION
It is agreed by and between the Board and the Union that any
provision of this Agreement requiring legislative action to
permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing
the additional funds therefor. shall not become effective until
the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
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ARTICLE 18
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be in effect as of July 1, 2002 and shall
continue in effect through June 30, 2007.
The Union and the Board of Education subscribe to the principle
that differences shall be resolved by peaceful and appropriate
means without interruption of this school program.
BRENTWOOD BOARD OF EDUCATION
1:J!~~j
Les Bl ck
Superintendent of Schools
~~r:~'
Christie TedaldiQ~~
Mark Nizewitz 0 '0
;),£d ~
Scott Hartman
~ . L:/
/. .
Alan Lazarus /
~~~~~~~.
D~/ff£d~
Donald Holtmann
G~~S ~
LOCAL 237, CITY EMPLOYEES
UNION
-
INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS
I21J
'Jilt-R1chard enders ot
,
alvatore Mo a
~~R1C ar Salvatore
Jif~
D~r
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DEFINITIONS
1. The term BOARD as used in this Agreement shall refer to
Union Free School District, Brentwood, New York, School
Board or the popular name BRENTWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD.
The term UNION as used in this Agreement shall refer to
Local 237, City Employees Union, International
Brotherhood of Teamsters.
2.
3. The term EMPLOYEES refers to all non-professional
employees of the Brentwood Public Schools with the
exception of clerical workers and teacher aides.
The term SUPERINTENDENT refers to the Superintendent of
Brentwood Public Schools, Mr. Les Black.
4.
5. The term HUMAN RBSOURCES OFFICER refers to the Human
Resources Officer of the Brentwood Public Schools, Ms.
Paula Moore.
6. The term SUPERVISOR as used in this agreement shall
refer to the person you are responsible to.
TRe term UNIT as used in this Agreement shall refer to
all personnel recognized and certified under Local 237,
City Employees Union, I.B.T.
7.
8.
This would include
-
Food Service Workers, Cooks, Head
Cooks, Permanent/Part-time Custodial Workers, Custodial
Workers I, II, Groundskeeper I, II, Driver Messengers,
Maintenance Mechanics I, II, III, Head Custodians, Chief
Custodians, Audio Visual Aides, Audio Visual
Technicians, Automotive Mechanics III, Stock Clerks,
Storekeepers, Guards and Senior Guards.
The term SCHOOL YEAR as used in this Agreement shall
mean the period of time from July 1st to June 30th of
any particular year.
9. The term SUBSTITUTE PART-TIME EMPLOYEE as used in this
Agreement shall refer to any employee who is on a call
basis and works when needed.
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Job Classifications:
APPENDIX I
JOB DESCRIPTIONS
Food Service Workers
Cook
Head Cook
Custodial Worker I, II
Groundskeeper I, II
Driver Messenger
Maintenance Mechanic I, II, III
Head Custodian
Chief Custodian
Audio Visual Aide
Audio Visual Technician
Automotive Mechanic II
Automotive Mechanic III
Stock Clerk
Storekeeper
Guard
Senior Guard
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JOB DESCRIPTION
FOOD SERVICE WORKER
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs various light manual tasks incidental to the
preparation and service of food in kitchens, dining rooms and
hospital words; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under immediate supervision, performs routine tasks in food
preparation and service, such as cleaning and paring
vegetables, serving food, carting dishes and cleaning kitchens
and related areas. Tasks occasionally include some
preparation of special diets under supervision. Assignments
from supervisors are continuous and specific in nature and
finished work is reviewed by inspection and observation of
results obtained.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Cleans and pares vegetables and fruits and otherwise prepares
a variety of food for cooking.
Loads trays and steam carts and delivers food to hospital
wards and dining rooms.
Cleans kitchens and dining rooms; performs a variety of
cleaning and custodial work including washing dishes, pots and
pans.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Some knowledge of the principles and practices of sanitation
and personal hygiene as applied to food preparation and
service.
Some knowledge of the care and use of food service equipment
and kitchen utensils.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written instruction.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Ability to read and write.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
COOK
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Prepares meals for a county institution or for a school lunch
cafeteria; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under supervision, an employee in this class performs skilled
cooking in the large production of meals. The Cook may assist
a higher level cook in a large school building or county
institution but is responsible for the complete preparation of
the meal in an average sized school. Work performed in this
class differs from that of lower level cooks in the increased
responsibility for supervision over staff and in independence
in the preparation of the meal. Supervision is exercised over
a number of employees in the Assistant Cook and Food Service
Worker classes. Assignments follow set departmental policies
and procedures and menus are prepared by the employee's
superior. All work is subject to inspection and review of a
higher level cook or school lunch program administrator.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Assists in the preparation of meals for a county institution;
supervision and participates in the preparation of breakfast;
makes coffee; supervises the serving of breakfast in the
dining rooms; roasts meats; mixes salads; makes soups and
gravies; prepares vegetables and puddings.
Supervises and participates in the preparation of meals for a
school cafeteria; supervises the serving of meals and the
collection of money; takes monthly inventory of supplies and
requisitions new supplies when necessary.
Supervises subordinates in the cleaning of kitchen and dining
area utensils.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Good knowledge of materials and methods used in preparing food
on a large scale and of the use and care of utensils and
equipment.
Some knowledge of a variety of common recipes.
Some knowledge of health hazards in food preparation and
service and necessary precautionary measures.
Some knowledge of food values and nutrition.
Ability to do plain cooking on a large scale.
Ability to coordinate the work of a small group of kitchen
workers in a manner conducive to full performance and high
morale.
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Ability to operate standard cooking equipment and to use
kitchen utensils for a large scale food preparation.
Ability to follow and transmit oral and written instructions.
Ability to work long hours while standing, under conditions of
high temperatures.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of elementary school and two years experience in
the preparation of food on a large scale; or
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
HEAD COOK
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Supervises the large scale preparation and serving of meals at
a large County institution or for a major school cafeteria
program; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under general supervision, an employee in this class
supervises and participates in a program of large scale
cooking and food service. Work involves responsibilities for
the requisition of food, the planning and preparation of
meals, the economical operation of the kitchen, and
supervision of a large staff of subordinate cooks and food
service workers. The Head Cook confers with a professional
superior on the planning of menus and, in the County
institution, the preparation of special diet meals, but is
expected to manage the kitchen with a minimum of direct
supervision. General supervision is received from
administrative superiors through conferences and inspection of
kitchen facilities and food prepared.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Plans, directs, and participates in the work of cooks or other
subordinate employees engaged in the preparation, cooking and
distribution of food in a large county institution or a large
school cafeteria.
Requisitions meats, vegetables and other foodstuffs, checks,
quality and weight of delivered foods and compares invoices
and requisitions.
Confers with dietician or school lunch administrator and
assists in the planning of menus by supplying information
relative to availability of fresh fruits, vegetables and meat
and current stockroom inventory.
Services the work in the stockroom, kitchen and dining room or
cafeteria; assigns kitchen personnel to individual tasks, work
stations and shifts; makes out time sheets.
Interviews and recommends hiring of perspective food service
subordinates, periodically reviews performance of
subordinates.
May assist in preparation of competitive bidding requirements
of foodstuffs, kitchen equipment and supplies; offers advice
concerning final award of contracts.
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REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Thorough knowledge of the materials, methods, and equipment
used in large scale cooking.
Thorough knowledge of the operation of all standard kitchen
equipment typical of a large institutional or school kitchen.
Thorough knowledge of the modern principles and practices in
large scale kitchen management.
Thorough knowledge of the health hazards in large scale food
preparation and the necessary precautionary measures.
Thorough knowledge of a large number of standard recipes.
Good knowledge of food values and nutrition.
Good knowledge of food costs.
Ability to plan, coordinate and supervise the work of a large
number of subordinate workers engaged in food preparation and
service in a manner conducive to full performance and high
morale.
.
Ability to plan menus not requiring the application of
professional dietetic principles and to devise effective use
for leftover foodstuffs.
Ability to judge food and food quantities.
Ability to keep records and make reports.
Ability to work long hours while standing under conditions of
high temperature.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of elementary school and six years experience in
the preparation of food on a large scale; or,
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
CUSTODIAL WORKER I
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs moderately heavy manual work in cleaning and caring
for public buildings and institutions; performs related work
as required. .
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES QF THE CLASS:
Under immediate supervision, Custodial Workers perform manual
work involving a variety of housekeeping tasks on an assigned
shift. Some assignments, including minor maintenance work, may
require skills which are readily learned on the job. Usually
work is performed under the immediate supervision of an
employee of a higher classification but many tasks assigned
may be routine and repetitive in nature and once learned, can
be carried on without difficulty and only under general
supervision.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Scrubs, mops, waxes, and polishes floors; dusts and polishes
furniture; washes windows, woodwork, toilets, washrooms and
fixtures.
Moves office and institutional furniture and equipment from
place to place as directed.
Changes trash cans and garbage cans; replaces burned out light
bulbs; assists in making simple repairs to building and
equipment.
Occasionally cuts grass, removes snow and performs other
grounds maintenance tasks.
May operate a low-pressure steam boiler.
REQUIRED KNQWLEDGES. SKILLS AND A9ILITIES:
Some knowledge of the materials, methods and equipment
typically used in janitorial work.
Ability to understand and solve simple oral and written
instructions.
Ability to make minor repairs and adjustments to cleaning
equipment.
Sufficient physical strength and agility to perform a variety
of routine custodial tasks in the care and limited maintenance
of buildings and equipment.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Ability to read and write.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
CUSTODIAL WORKER II
.
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Supervises and participates in cleaning and caring for a small
school building during the night shift; performs related work
as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under supervision, an employee in this class has lead work
responsibility over a small custodial crew working the night
shift in a smaller school building. Work also includes the
responsibility for dealing with school or civic groups using
the building for meetings and activities. Employees
performing similar duties in a large school building which has
a Chief Custodian in charge are assigned to the Head Custodian
classification. Assignments are generally routine and
repetitive in nature and any changes in assignments are
explained thoroughly to the employee by the Head Custodian.
Work is reviewed through inspections and through periodic
discussions.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Supervises and participates in cleaning classrooms, offices,
and halls of a small school building during the night shift;
checks to see that cleaning assignments are carried out; locks
windows and doors.
Opens areas being used by school or civic groups; gets
equipment and supplies needed by group; explains district
rules concerning building use when needed; checks areas to see
everything is in proper order after it has been used.
May operate a low pressure boiler.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Some knowledge of the materials, methods and equipment
typically used in janitorial work.
Skill in the care and use of simple hand tools.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written instruction.
Ability to deal with school and civic groups in a courteous
and tactful manner.
Ability to supervise the work of a small staff of Custodial
Workers I in a manner conducive to full performance and high
morale.
Sufficient strength and agility to perform a variety of
routine custodial tasks.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
One year of experience in cleaning and caring for a school
building.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
GROUNDS KEEPER I
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs unskilled or limited semi-skilled manual tasks in the
maintenance of public grounds; performs related work as
required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under immediate supervision, Groundskeeper I are responsible
for satisfactory performance of a variety of light and heavy
manual laboring tasks in the maintenance of public parks or
building grounds. Some assignments, including elementary
equipment operation, may require skills which may be readily
learned on the job. Usually work if performed under the
immediate supervision of an employee of a higher
classification, but many tasks assigned may be routine and
repetitive in nature and once learned, can be carried on
without difficulty and under only general supervision.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Performs a variety of grounds maintenance work not requiring
specialized knowledges and skills; cultivates, prunes, sprays,
and trims; cuts grass and weeds by hand tools and mowers,
burlaps trees tying sacks around the roots.
Assists a superior in planting and transplanting trees and
shrubbery by burying roots and putting soil and water around
roots; trims hedges and rakes leaves.
Removes snow, and salts and sands driveways and sidewalks, and
performs other related manual tasks during the winter.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Some knowledge of simple tools used in ground maintenance
work.
Ability to understand and follow oral or written instructions.
ability to operate simple machinery.
Sufficient physical strength and agility, and freedom from
disabling defects to do heavy manual labor, occasionally under
adverse weather conditions. .
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Ability to .read and write.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
GROUNDSKEEPER II
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs skilled and supervisory work in horticultural and
ornamental gardening; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under general supervision, a Groundskeeper II supervises a
small number of subordinate employees in the development and
maintenance of grounds, landscape shrubbery, and related
horticultural and ornamental plantings. The employees do
grounds maintenance work in addition to the more skilled
tasks. Assignments to this class is based upon the necessity
to possess definite knowledges, skills and abilities related
to maintenance of grounds. Duties are performed without
direct or continuing supervision, although all work is subject
to check in process and upon completion by superiors.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Supervises and participates in sk~lled propagation, cutting,
planting, transplanting, mulching, and cultivation of flowers,
plants and shrubs.
Insure that seasonal propagation schedules are followed;
schedules planting of seeds, seedlings, and bulbs.
Supervises the application of fertilizers and insecticides to
the plants.
Supervises general unskilled grounds maintenance work such as
grass cutting, raking, simple pruning, and related activities;
supervises and participates in the operation and maintenance
of sprinkling, mowing, and related machinery and equipment.
Keeps time records for crews; requisitions supplies, reports
to superiors regarding major maintenance and reconstruction
needs of property maintained.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Thorough knowledge of the methods used in propagating,
planting, cultivating, pruning, and general care of plants,
flowers, shrubs, and lawns.
Good knowledge of the growth characteristics and basic care
requirements of the flowers, plants, and shrubs typical of the
area.
Skill in the use and care of gardening equipment and tools.
Some knowledge of the obvious symptoms and typical means of
combatting the insects, fungi, parasites, and other pests
typical of the area.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
DRIVER
- MESSENGER
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Drives and performs minor clerical work in interdepartment
services; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under immediate supervision, the employee operates an
automobile or small truck for the purpose of chauffeuring
department officials or collecting and delivering messages,
records and materials. A driver-messenger may be responsible
for a small amount of cash to be used to purchase items from
merchants who are on a delivery route. Instructions are
usually received in the form of written or oral requests for
specific items to be picked up or delivered. The employee may
participate in routine clerical tasks in the office of
assignment between deliveries. Work is reviewed upon
completion for prompt delivery of materials requested and the
safety of operation of the vehicle.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Operates passenger vehicle or light truck in delivering to and
from various county departments, records, materials and other
supplies, acts as chauffeur for department officials; receives
written requisitions for specific materials to be purchased at
various commercial houses appearing on the route; determines
that items meet the specifications of request; make petty cash
purchases and accounts for any expenditures.
Performs routine maintenance service to vehicle, checks it
each day for gasoline, oils, battery, tires and general
running condition and cleanliness.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Good knowledge of the geography of the county and of traffic
regulations.
Some knowledge of office practices and procedures.
Ability to operate an automobile or light truck safely :nd
efficiently in traffic and under adverse weather conditions.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written
instructions.
Ability to learn assigned clerical tasks readily and to adhere
to prescribed routine
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS'
Graduation from a standard high school; or satisfactory
equivalent combination of the above education and experience.
NECESSARY SPECIAL REOUIREMENT
-
Candidates must be eligible
for a chauffeur's license issued by New York State.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC I
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs unskilled and semi-skilled manual work in assisting
in the maintenance and repair activities on public buildings;
performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under immediate supervision, employees in this class perform
one or a variety of duties involving physical exertion and
requiring some dexterity in the use of small hand or machine
tools, or operation of the less complex power equipment. In
school districts which have no central maintenance staff one
employee in this class may be assigned to each building in
order to cover minor maintenance problems. Maintenance
Mechanics I do more difficult and responsible work than
laborers and Custodial Workers and exercise greater
independent judgment in typical work situations. All work is
subject to check in progress and upon completion for adherence
to work standards and schedules.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Performs ~nskilled or semi-skilled work in assisting a
tradesman or maintenance man; carries tools and supplies to
work areas; performs rough work in the trades area involved;
cleans work area after completion of job.
Cleans windows; replaces light bulbs, moves desks, file
cabinets and other furniture.
May mow lawns, rake leaves, or perform other grounds
maintenance work around a public building or institution.
Participates in the cleaning of a school building; paints
rooms and equipment; repairs and refinishes furniture; makes
minor electrical and plumbing repairs; opens and/or locks
building; may substitute for Head Custodian in his absence.
REQUIRED KNQWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Some knowledge of the tools and methods used in buildings and
grounds maintenance.
Ability to operate simple hand machinery, equipment and tools.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written
instructions.
Skill in the operation of hand tools.
Sufficient physical strength and agility, and freedom from
disabling defects to do manual labor, occasionally under
adverse weather conditions.
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MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of elementary school and two years experience in a
custodial or minor maintenance capacity; or,
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
Good knowledge of basic principles of plumbing, painting,
plastering, masonry and carpentry.
Good knowledge of effective supervisory methods and
techniques.
Ability to plan, assign, and supervise the work of a
substantial number of unskilled and semi-skilled employees in
a manner conducive to full performance and high morale.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written
instructions.
Ability to estimate cost, labor, time and materials and to
keep accurate records.
Ability to make, interpret, and work from technical sketches
and plans.
Ability to maintain records and prepare reports.
NOTE:In order to be considered for this classification, the
duties of a position should involve supervision of a staff
working a minimum of 27p man hours in a building of at
least 90,000 square feet which is not a storage building.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs sub-journeyman level work in the performance of a
variety of maintenance and repair tasks in one or more craft
areas; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under supervision, an employee in this class performs work
which approaches a level of that done by journeymen in the
trades but is usually below that level in that it does not
cover as wide a variety of maintenance and installation work,
is not done on a fine or finished basis, and does not require
as high a degree of skill. Employees are frequently called
upon to perform rough maintenance and repair work covering
several building and mechanical trades areas. Assignments are
usually received verbally and may be accompanied by sketches.
Instructions are usually specific as to the nature of the work
to be done. A maintenance man may devise his own methods for
accomplishing assigned tasks and may work with some
independence, but all work is subject to inspection in
progress and upon completion by craftsmen, foremen or other
supervisory personnel.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Replaces defective light bulbs throughout a large building;
cuts, threads, and bends conduit pipe to sizes and lengths as
required by electricians; replaces burned out fuses; cleans
and lubricates desk fans; checks brushes on fan motors.
Makes general minor repairs to wood fixtures, ramps, ladders
and frames; assists in the installation of door locks, hinges,
shelf brackets, sash chains, and other hardwood fixtures;
assists carpenters in cutting, fitting, assembling and
erecting wooden objects and structures; mixes plaster or
cement and assists in laying floor tile.
Does rough painting, independently or under direction of
journeymen or foremen; sands down furniture or other items to
be painted; applies primer and finished coat using brush or
spray gun; cuts glass to size and shape and inserts in windows
using putty.
Assists in repair and overhaul of air condition and
refrigeration equipment utilizing methods of the electrical
and plumbing trades.
Assists plumbers by unstopping sinks, toilets, and basins,
sewer lines, and similar systems and facilities.
Erects scaffolding; loads and unloads materials, cleans tools
in work area upon completion of project.
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REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Good knowledge of the standard tools, materials, methods and
practices of the trade areas to which assigned.
Good knowledge of the occupational hazards and safety
precautions of the work.
Ability to make rough estimates of time and materials
requirements.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written instructions
and to interpret and work from rough sketches.
Ability to develop skill in the use and care of the tools,
materials and equipment of the trade areas concerned.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of eight school grades and three years of
experience in semi-skilled maintenance and repair tasks as
helper to a journeyman or as handyman in at least one of the
major trades; or
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC III
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
The employee in this class is a skilled mechanic in one of the
major craft or specialty areas. Performs skilled work in one
of the major craft areas such as carpentry, plumbing,
electricity, mechanical and welding. Other specialty trades
areas include, but are not limited to, hearing and
refrigeration, audio systems, roofing and sheet metal,
temperature control, high temperature water systems,
electronics, masonry, elevator repair, swimming pools, sewage
treatment, glazier, repair and maintenance of equipment and
machinery and heavy machinery.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Maintenance Mechanic III is expected to exercise considerable
independent judgment in determining materials and methods to
be used in performing assignments. Work assignments are
received in the torm of oral or written instructions, sketches
or blueprints. The employee may supervise a small number of
Laborers or subordinate Maintenance Mechanics who assist in
performing assigned work. Supervision is received from
assigned supervisory personnel, who inspect work in progress
and upon completion for compliance with specifications and
standards. Does related work as required.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Performs general carpentry work in the construction,
alteration and maintenance of buildings, floors, roofs,
stairways, partitions, doors, windows and furniture;
Performs skilled work in a carpentry shop operating power
saws, jointers, wood lathes and planers;
Installs, repairs and maintains audio actuated security
systems public address systems, fire alarm systems and related
communication and electronic equipment;
Installs, maintains or repairs valves, faucets, traps, sinks,
washbowls, sewers, hot water heaters, steam boilers and other
plumbing fixtures;
Cuts and threads pipe, solders joints, maintains piping
systems, checks for leaks, flushes out boilers and performs
other maintenance of plumbing systems;
Services, overhauls and maintains all types'of refrigeration,
fuel burning equipment and other heavy machinery;
. Regulates condensers, compressors, cooling towers, motors and
controls, repairs pipes and ducts;
Installs, repairs and maintains electrical appliances, motors,
time clocks, relays, switches, control boxes, air
conditioners, oil burners and fuse boxes;
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Lays out and installs new wiring systems;
Preheats and cleans metals;
Lays out, cuts and fits materials for welding;
Selects proper welding heat and proper types of materials for
correct penetration and strength;
Does cutting, welding and hard surfacing on such areas as
dredge parts, shell propellers, truck bodies and snow plows;
Builds new pipelines;
Does flat vertical and horizontal welding;
Uses power hacksaw to cut steel for close fit;
Operates and maintains steam/hot water head exchanges, steam
absorption cold generators, water circulating systems
temperature control valves, cooling and hearing coils,
ventilation equipment and associated systems;
Performs skilled work in repairing electric motors, hydraulic
pumps, chain drives, belt drives, electrical cables, conveyor
parts and other mechanical assemblies;
Operates and maintains high pressure steam boilers, feed water
and condensate systems and water softeners.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Thorough knowledge of the practice, materials, tools, and
methods of the assigned craft or specialty area; thorough
knowledge of the pertinent rules, regulations and codes which
are applicable to the assigned craft or specialty area;
thorough knowledge of the hazards and safety precautions of
the work; skill in the use and care of tools, materials and
equipment of the trade; ability to understand and work from
general instructions, building specifications, blueprints or
sketches; ability to make time, labor and material estimates;
ability to understand and follow oral and written
instructions; physical condition commensurate with the demands
of the position.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of two years of
either a vocational school
training program in one of
experience in the craft or
will be assigned; or,
Four years of experience in the craft or specialty to which
the incumbent will be assigned; or,
vocational education courses in
program or in an apprentice or
the craft areas, and two years of
specialty to which the incumbent
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience; or,
One year of experience as a Maintenance Mechanic II.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
HEAD CUSTODIAN
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Supervises and participates in the cleaning and caring of a
small school building; or supervises the night crew of a large
school building, performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under supervision, a Head Custodian is a working foreman and
is responsible for scheduling and supervising the work of a
small number of custodial workers engaged in a variety of
cleaning tasks. Duties require the exercise of some
independent judgment in planning work methods, scheduling work
assignments, and reviewing the work of subordinates. Work is
checked by the building principal or other administrative
superiors for compliance with general instructions and by
inspection of the area of assignment for general cleanliness.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Supervises and participates in the cleaning of classrooms and
other areas in a school building; makes frequent inspections
of areas to determine if work if properly done; order, stores
and issues cleaning supplies.
Trains new employees at such duties as sweeping, mopping and
washing floors and washing windows; cleaning lavatory
fixtures; and in replenishing necessary supplies.
May supervise minor grounds maintenance work including snow
removal, grass cutting, and raking of leaves.
Operates and performs minor maintenance work on a low pressure
boiler; performs minor maintenance work on equipment and the
furnishings located in the building.
Maintains necessary records and prepares required reports
relating to personnel, supplies, equipment and work performed.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Good knowledge of the materials, methods and practices used in
large scale building cleaning.
Some knowledge of the operation, use and care of building
cleaning equipment.'
Skill and care in the use of hand tools.
Ability to train and supervise subordinates in a manner
conducive to full performance and high morale.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written
instructions.
Ability to keep records and make reports.
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MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of eight school grades and one year of experience
in building cleaning or maintenance work; or
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
CHIEF CUSTODIAN
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Supervises the cleaning and maintenance of a large school
building; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under general supervision, an employee in this class has
responsibility for planning, and directing the maintenance and
repair of a large school plant normally designated as a
secondary school. Work involves more complex and difficult
supervisory, maintenance, and administrative responsibilities
than are found in the Head Custodian class due to the greater
size and complexity of the school plant to which the Chief
Custodian is assigned. Supervision is exercised over a
substantial number of semi-skilled and unskilled workers
employed on one or more shifts. Work if performed under the
administrative supervision of the Superintendent of Buildings
and Grounds, or other administrative superior, and is reviewed
through the inspection of the facilities and through reports
submitted. All work is subject to the supervision and
inspection of the school building principal.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Supervises, assigns, and reviews the work of personnel engaged
in the maintenance and repair of school buildings; schedules
work in the best interest of maintenance and cleaning needs as
well as in the interest of interfering the least with school
operations; supervises the repair of building machinery and
equipment; performs a variety of complex maintenance tasks.
Requisitions major repairs to the supervisor.
Selects and requisitions essential supplies and materials;
prepares and submits payrolls and budget estimates.
Schedules major maintenance and painting work for summer
season; trains new employees in a variety of unskilled and
semi-skilled cleaning and maintenance tasks.
Maintains a variety of stock and payroll records and prepares
required reports relating to personnel, supplies, equipment
and work performed.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Thorough knowledge of the materials, methods and practices
used in large scale building cleaning.
Good knowledge of the operation, use and care of office
cleaning equipment.
Good knowledge of the maintenance procedures essential to the
upkeep of large buildings.
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Good knowledge of basic principles of plumbing, painting,
plastering, masonry and carpentry.
Good knowledge of effective supervisory methods and
techniques.
Ability to plan, assign, and supervise the work of a
substantial number of unskilled and semi-skilled employees in
a manner conducive to full performance and high morale.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written
instructions.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
AUDIO VISUAL AIDE
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs semi-skilled technical duties involving the delivery
set-up, operat~on and maintenance of audio-visual equipment;
performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under supervision, an employee in this class performs work of
an elementary technical nature which involves the servicing,
maintenance and operation of a wide variety of audio-visual
components such as speaker systems, film projectors, tape
recorders and television receivers. The incumbent will be
assigned duties which can be readily learned on the job by
those who have an interest in audio-visual equipment. The
employee is responsible for transporting and setting up
equipment such as public address systems and large group
projection materials. Supervision is received from a
technical superior through periodic conferences and inspection
of completed work.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Threads and operates video tape recorders and duplicates video
tape recordings.
Operates television console during program transmissions.
Assists in performing minor preventive maintenance work such
as; cleaning and demagnetizing tape heads, changing phonograph
styli, cleaning projector lenses, lubricating equipment and
changing bulbs and belts.
Duplicates records, tapes and cassettes.
Inspects and repairs motion picture films.
Prepares and mounts overhead transparencies.
Delivers, picks up and operates a variety of audio-visual
equipment.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGE. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Ability to learn the operation of audio-visual equipment
Ability to learn the applicable safety rules for handling
electrical equipment.
Ability to learn semi-skilled technical work.
Ability to lift and transport heavy audio-visual components.
Ability to follow oral and written instructions.
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MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
One year of experience or vocational education in the
operation and maintenance of audio-visual or electrical
equipment; or
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above experience
and education.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
AUDIO VISUAL TECHNICIAN
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs skilled technical duties involving the operation,
maintenance, and repair of audio visual equipment, performs
related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under supervision, an employee in this class performs work of
a technical nature primarily involving the servicing and
repair of speaker systems, film projectors, tape recorders,
television receivers, teaching machines and other audio-visual
equipment used by a school district or municipal agency. Work
also consists of orientation and instructing personnel in the
operation of this equipment, in addition to serving as a
technical advisor to administrative superiors in the
evaluation of proposed audio-visual equipment. The employee's
work is performed under the supervision of a qualified
superior who reviews work through periodic consultations and
inspections of equipment.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Tests and adjusts speakers, microphones, tape recorders, film
and slide projectors, television receivers, cameras and other
related audio-visual equipment.
Repairs and replaces motors, motor drives, switches, fuses and
wiring of electronic, electrical and electro-mechanical
equipment; requisitions parts as necessary.
Inspects, cleans, oils and replaces worn equipment parts as
part of a program of regular preventive maintenance.
Assists in the instruction of new personnel regarding the
operation of various types of audio equipment.
Inspects, splices and repairs broken films and film strips.
Maintains a record of all maintenance and repair work and
submits periodic reports to his supervisor.
REQUIRED KNQWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Thorough knowledge of the methods used in testing, maintaining
and repairing electronic, electrical and electro-mechanical
equipment.
Thorough knowledge of the operating characteristics of
audio-visual equipment.
Good knowledge of Federal Communication Commission rules and
regulations governing electronic transmission and receiving
equipment.
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Good knowledge of the occupational hazards and safety
precautions which must be taken when working with high voltage
equipment.
Skill in the use of electrical repair tools and testing
equipment.
Ability to detect the causes of breakdowns in electrical and
electronic equipment and to make the proper corrective
repairs.
Ability to read electrical wiring diagrams and to follow oral
and written instructions.
Ability to maintain accurate records and to prepare routine
work reports.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Graduation from a standard high school "and two years of
satisfactory experience servicing and repairing electrical and
electronic equipment.
NOTE: Further experience or training will be substituted
for education on a year to year basis.
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JOB DESCRIPTON
AUTOMOTIVB MECHANIC II
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
An employee in this class performs basic servicing and repair
work of moderate difficulty on automotive vehicles and/or
auxiliary equipment. Work differs from that performed by an
Automotive Mechanic I in that the employee may act as a lead
worker in larger facilities, work independently in a small
facility or perform more complex work than an Automotive
Mechanic I. Work is performed under the supervision of an
automotive Mechanic III, IV or an administrative-level
supervisor. Assignments are received in the form of verbal or
written instructions. Performs related work as required.
TYPICAL WORK ACTIVITIES:
Performs preventive maintenance and repair work including
tune-ups, brake adjustments, front end work, clutch work,
replacement of belts and pumps;
Performs preliminary work on New York. State Vehicle
inspections of county vehicles; final determination of
condition of vehicle is the responsibility of an Automotive
Mechanic III;
Assists Automotive Mechanic Ill's in performing heavy work;
May attend in-service training sessions provided by
manufacturers of equipment. in use;
May occasionally operate automotive equipment for service and
test purposes; may operate wreckers and tow trucks to bring in
disabled vehicles.
FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS. ABILITIES AND PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS:
Some knowledge of the methods, materials, tools and standard
practices of the automotive mechanic trade; some knowledge of
the occupational hazards and safety precautions of the trade;
some knowledge of the operating and repair characteristics of
the wide variety of automotive equipment utilized by County
departments; some knowledge of the mechanisms, systems and
components of gasoline and diesel fueled vehicles and
equipment; skill in the use and care of tools, machines and
testing instruments of the trade; ability to learn to adapt
available tools and repair parts to specific repair problems;
ability to learn to diagnose malfunctions of automotive and
mechanical equipment; physical condition commensurate with the
demands of the position.
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MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Either:
(a) Completion of one (1) year of vocational education
courses in either a vocational school program or in an
apprentice or training program in automotive mechanics
and one (1) year of work experience in the repair and
rebuilding of mechanical systems and components of
automotive equipment; or,
(b) Two (2) years of experience in the repair and rebuilding
of mechanical systems and components of automotive
equipment; or,
(c) Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above
education and experience; or
(d) One (1) year of experience as an Automotive Mechanic I.
NECESSARY SPECIAL REOUIREMENT:
Possession of the appropriate license issued by the New York
State Department of Motor Vehicles. The type of license
required will be determined by the appointing authority with
respect to the type of vehicle to be operated; license must be
maintained throughout employment in this title.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC III
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs skilled work in repairs and maintenance of automotive
construction and other public automotive equipment; performs
related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under supervision, employees in this class do skilled
mechanical work of a journeyman level in the repair of
automobiles, trucks, tractors and a wide variety of other
construction equipment. Employees exercise independent
judgement concerning the methods of repair after receiving
oral or written work orders setting forth a complaint with
respect to the operating condition of a piece of equipment.
foreman or other supervisor may test results during work or
after completion. Supervision may be exercised over
subordinate automotive servicemen.
A
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Repairs and overhauls automobiles, trucks, power shovels,
motorcycles, tractors, bulldozers, cement mixers, graders and
other equipment.
Rebuilds motors; tunes motors using testing equipment; grinds
valves and sets tappets, replaces or repairs main connecting
rod bearings; inspects and repairs transmissions, universal
joints and differentials; relines and adjusts brakes.
Evaluates condition of radiators; locates faults or defects
and makes necessary repairs; rebuilds and repairs damaged or
defective radiators; solder leaks; straightens damaged and
bent parts; installs new cones; assembles and tests repaired
radiators.
Repairs hydraulic systems on construction equipment; does a
simple oxyacetylene and electric welding or blacksmithing.
Does emergency road service to equipment outside of the
garage.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Good knowledge of the methods, materials, tools and standard
practices of the automotive mechanic trade.
Good knowledge of the occupational hazards and safety
precautions of the trade.
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Some knowledge of the operating and repair characteristics of
a wide variety of public works equipment such as draglines,
bulldozers, back hoes and similar machinery.
Some knowledge of automotive electrical systems.
Skill in the use of tools, machines and testing instruments of
the trade.
Ability to understand and carry out oral and written
instructions and to follow automotive diagrams.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of eight school grades and three years of
experience in automotive mechanics; or
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
STOCK CLERK
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs routine manual and minor clerical work in receiving,
storing and dispersing supplies in a storeroom of a county
department; performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under immediate supervision, performs routine manual and
clerical tasks in receiving, storing, issuing and caring for
office supplies, foodstuffs, dry goods or related items in a
storeroom of a county department. Work includes routine
activities in maintaining simple store records and frequently
involves strenuous manual work. Assignments are received in
the form of goods and supplies to be stored and work is
reviewed by a superior for condition of stored supplies and
adequacy of records kept.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Receives, unpacks and stores goods and supplies in proper
areas; assists in checking incoming materials against invoices
or purchase orders or in filling requisitions.
Issues supplies on approved requisitions for a variety of
purposes.
Maintains varied stock records such as bin and perpetual
inventory cards.
Assists in taking inventory and maintains routine records of
goods received and issued.
Assembles, packs and transports or arranges for transporting-
stored goods or materials.
Cleans storeroom area and keeps stock in order.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES
Some knowledge of storeroom methods and procedures.
Ability to make routine arithmetic calculations.
Ability to maintain routine records.
Ability to carry out oral and written instructions.
Sufficient physical strength and agility to permit the lifting
and moving of heavy objects.
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MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Graduation from a standard high school and one year of
experience in receiving, storing or shipping a variety of
stores items; or,
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
STOREKEEPER
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs responsible and specialized clerical and manual work
in requisitioning, r~ceiving, storing and dispersing supplies
and equipment in a large storeroom of a county department;.
performs related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under general supervision, performs responsible stores work in
receiving, storing, and issuing a variety of public works type
equipment and supplies and related items of considerable
value, and for maintaining accurate and up-to-date stock
inventory records. Employees receive general instructions on
procedures to be followed, but are responsible for applying
proper storekeeping methods to work problems. Supervision is
received from a superior by inspection of work and inventory
records, condition of stock, and by approval of purchase
requisitions.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Receives, stores, and issues stock, and maintains inventory
control and other records of goods and supplies in the
storeroom.
Inspects quantity and quality of goods for general conformity
to described specifications; accepts or rejects goods as
indicated; signs receipt for proper delivery of goods and
payment of invoices.
Prepares and submits for approval requisitions for stock
replacements.
Develops efficient storage methods including the allocation of
proper bins or other storage spaces.
Makes minor purchases from specified sources when authorized.
May supervise a stock clerk or laborers performing manual work
in handling stock.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Good knowledge of storekeeping methods and procedures and of
records used in the receipt, storage and issuance of
diversified goods.
Good knowledge of the various kinds, grades, use and storage
characteristics of the materials typical of the area of
assignment.
Some knowledge of county purchase and requisition procedures.
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Ability to determine the quantity and quality of goods
received in relation to prescribed specifications.
Ability to make varied arithmetic calculations with speed and
accuracy.
Ability to carry out oral or written instructions and to
manage routine operations.
Ability to supervise the work of a small group of employees
doing routine work in a manner conducive to full performance
and high morale.
Ability to maintain varied inventory and storage records.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS
Two years of experience as a permanent stock clerk.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
GUARD
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs work related to the protection of students, staff,
visitors, and property within the confines of the 'Brentwood
Public Schools.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
under immediate supervision, protects the buildings and
grounds of the School District by standing watch at a station
or patrolling the grounds on foot or in vehicles. Their
principle responsibility is to maintain public order when
schools are in session and to guard against vandalism, theft
and general destruction twenty-four hours a day, three hundred
sixty-five days per year. They are required to provide first
aid in an emergency situation pending the arrival of qualified
medical assistance. They are further required to direct
traffic within the confines of District
property, answer
questions and direct visitors to specific locations within
school district installations. Responsibilities and patrols
are assigned by a security aide supervisor who periodically
evaluates the performance of the above mentioned aides. The
security supervisors are responsible to the Director of
Security or other designated administrators.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
Shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
A. Patrol buildings and grounds to prevent trespassing and
damage to property.
Make security checks of doors, windows and lights in all
buildings.
B.
C. Apprehend any individuals who may be in violation of the
local law or school district regulations.
If necessary, follow through in court with any
litigation which follows as a natural result of any
apprehension made in the protection of school district
property as directed.
D.
E. Generate and complete all necessary incident, police,
patrol and vehicle reports related to the protection of
district property.
F. Relate to and communicate with area residents and school
personnel in an effort to solve any district security
problem.
G. Provide interior security coverage in designated school
.buildings within the district during school hours.
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H. Supervise athletic events and other student or parent
orientated social events.
I. Direct traffic within confines of district property when
necessary.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGE. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Knowledge of the basic rules of good conduct expected on
public grounds and buildings.
Knowledge of specific rules and regulations of Board of
Education with respect to use of school facilities.
Ability to work all day while standing.
Ability to write concise and detailed reports.
Ability to observe suspicious activity and follow through.
Ability to deal tactfully with the public.
Knowledge of those aspects of criminal law which are pertinent
to the maintenance of law and order on school district
property.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS:
Completion of high school, or
Satisfactory equivalent combination of the above education and
experience.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
SENIOR GUARD
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Performs work related to the protectibn of students, staff,
visitors and property within the confines of the Brentwood
Public Schools. supervises those guards under his direct
supervision in the performance of their above mentioned
responsibilities.
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:
Under immediate supervision of the Director of Security or
other designated administrators, supervises the protection of
the buildings and grounds of the School District by security
aides under his supervision during his tour of duty. Their
principal responsibility is to supervise the maintenance of
public order when schools are in session and to guard against
vandalism, theft and general destruction twenty-four hours a
day, three hundred and sixty-five days per year. They are
required to provide first aid in an emergency situation
pending the arrival of qualified medical assistance. They are
further required to direct traffic within the confines of
District property, answer questions and direct visitors to
specific locations within school district installations.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK:
The responsibilities of this position shall include, but not
be limited tO,m the following areas:
A. Charge of the security of the entire school district for
his tour of duty.
Assign and supervise the patrol procedure of the guards
and the. operation of the dispatchers responsibilities at
the Oak park Business Office.
B.
C. Back up and support (when possible) the alarm response
of any security vehicle to any facility in the district.
Coordinate any necessitated policy assistance for the
school district during his tour.
D.
E. Prepare all necessary shift reports for the Director of
Security which occur during his tour of duty.
Review, correct if necessary, and counter sign all shift
incident reports, vehicle and supplementary reports and
other related security documents. .
F.
G. Supervise the signing in and out of all portable
walkie-talkies, master keys, handcuffs, car keys,
flashlights, and other security related equipment.
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H. When necessary, be responsible for communicating with
other district administrators, foremen, supervisors or
the Director of Security when a problem arises.
I. Supervise the accurate recording of the following
procedure which occur during his/her tour of duty:
1) incident log
2) patrol log
3) time and payroll sheets
4) incident reports
5) supplementary reports
6) gas tickets
7) other materials related to security
J. Make recommendations for procedure and policy changes as
necessary to the director of Security.
Will evaluate the performance of the security persons
reporting to him/her.
K.
L. Coordinates the activity of his/her shift with the
relieving supervisor's shift.
Insures that special activities occurring during his/her
shift are adequately covered.
M.
N. Handles those matters that arise unexpectedly during the
shift and deploys manpower as necessary.
Maintains continual control with dispatcher, calling in
those school patrols made, and insuring dispatcher has
ready access to his/her in emergencies.
O.
P. Coordinates all coffee and lunch breaks in conformance
with established procedures.
REOUIRED KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Ability to effectively delegate responsibility and assignments
to those security aides already under his/her supervision.
.Ability to obtain cooperation and operational effectiveness
from those security aides directly under their supervision,
and to take firm, fair and appropriate measures with said
security aides from which the above mentioned effectiveness is
not forthcoming.
Ability to deal tactfully with the public.
Ability to observe suspicious activity and follow through
appropriately.
Ability to write concise and detailed reports.
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